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A flying Lorry Truck 

The lorry truck crashed because too many boxes were in it. He crashed into a big 
volcano. So the crane had to pick him up and bring him to the garage. They had a 

ginormous drill and they drill all the broken pieces and put all the new pieces back 
on. He has to get new wings ‘cos they broke off and he can just drive now and not 
fly. When his wings get fixed he’s gonna bring all the boxes back to the office and 

he’s gonna get more packages. Then he’s gonna go to Thomas Land and go for 
swimming there. When he gets back he crashes into the volcano again. He’s gonna 

have to go to the garage again and then get fixed. 

Conor 



Georgie is a Pig 

Georgie is a pig and he saw a butterfly and the butterfly flied away and then saw a 
monster and the monster ate George. George was still in the monster’s tummy and 
then he spitted him out ‘cause him thinked he is yucky. Then Peppa came for the 

rescue. Peppa killed the monster. Then they went home and the granny comed and 
then they go to the toy store and they buyed paints and then they did painting at 

home. They painted a bear and a dinosaur and then they all went to bed. 

Cara 



Lightening McQueen 

One day Lightening McQueen was racing Jackson Storm and they did crash and 
Lightening McQueen did beated him. A Jackson storm truck came and lifted him 
back home to Disney Land. Pinocchio was in Disney Land. Pinocchio and Dumbo the 

flying elephant were there and Mickey Mouse and Lightening Mc Queen. They were 
friends. Mickey Mouse and Pinocchio played football but nothing happened and 
they didn’t score and then they played another game. They played hurling but 
Pinocchio kept playing football by his own. Then they played another game like 
hurling and Pinocchio got a trophy and he was happy they won it and they put 

marbles in the trophy. Then it was Easter and the Easter bunny comed and they all 
eated the eggs – chocolate eggs. 

Blake 



Mickey Mouse and the Rockets 

There was two rockets called ‘Loveheart Loveheart’ and ‘Spotty’. The rockets blasted into 
space and then they just crashded into the moon. Then they have to blast off again and then 
they died ‘cos it crashed into the earth then Mickey Mouse comed and saved the rockets ‘cos 
he lifted them ‘cos he was big. They flied back up to space. They went to the café that was 

on the hot planet called Mars. They eated some biscuits and juice and they went away to bed 
on the planet that was cold. Then after bed they comed back to space and they went to the 
black planet and they drinked some milk on the black planet. Then they went on the yellow 

planet and they had some more biscuits and then they went onto mercury to play. They 
played hide and seek and tag. They runned away in space and they jumped onto the blue one 
and the blue one had blutac and food called pasta. They maked a spot in space on the arm of 

the rocket and they builded some towers and they play with some cars and draw on some 
paper on the blue planet. Then they wented back home they said hi to their mother and then 

they went back to space. 

Daisy 



My Trip to the planets 

It blast off and it got crash and it got broke. It went boom. Me was in the rocket 
and I came out of the rocket. I went to the Saturn and I was stand on it. It was 

hot and I burned my bum. I goed back in the space rocket and go to Mars. Mars is 
hot and I burned my bum. Then I goed to Jupiter and it was cool and I was walking 

and put my flag on it and I go to a blue planet where it is cold. Tadhg was there 
and I was at Saturn and that’s where I goed to sleep. 

Nicky 



Peppa and George Like to Play 

Once upon a time there was a little piggy and her name was Peppa Pig. She loved to 
watch TV. Her favourite programme was LOL. She liked to play with George and 

she play unicorns. The unicorns like magic. They like playdough. They went on 
aventure in the grass. They found toys - real toys. The toys talk and they say 

‘cool’. They toys come with them and they goed to the toy shop. Peppa and George 
put the toys to the toy shop. Then they go home. 

Martina 



Rossa in the Rocket 

Once upon a time there was a astronaut called Rossa and he had a rocket and he 
had loads of buttons in it and a blast off button. You can’t press the button ‘cos it 
will go zoom, zoom, into space. The monster is a nice monster and he lives in the 
deep, deep, dark wood. The deep, deep, dark wood is on earth. The monster look 

through the window of the rocket. He thinks us is a toy. He thinks I am a alien and 
he wants to throw me in the bin. We tell the monster we are not made of wood and 
we are only made of bones. He goes back to the rocket and says sorry. We tell him 

we must go home. The monster goes in the deep, deep, dark woods. 

            Rossa 



Superheroes 

Once there was Superman and Batman and Robin and they fighted and they were 
bold. They pushed each other and then Robin fell over and then they were good 

and then they were too bold ‘cos they pushed each other again. Then two big, big, 
big monsters comed and he was Hulk Buster and Hulk. He hit and pushed Batman, 
Robin and Superman. Then a web came on Hulk and it hit Hulk in the face. Then a 
shield came from captain America and Superman. He throwed come cake at his 

face. Then a tongue came at him and it was Venom and he’s a bad guy. Then Hulk 
hit venom tongue. Then the infinity glove had the yellow jewels and green jewels 

and pink jewels and he punched hulk. Hulk smashed him and came with his hammer 
to smash the two bad guys – Venom and Thanos. 

Tadhg 



The Digger 

He wanted to dig in the building site. He drived with his shovel down and he digged 
the road and the cars came and they drived over the digger and cutted the shovel 
off. He turned around and he looked and he had no shovel. Then he was just a car 

with no shovel. Then the crane came and it goed and it lifted up the digger and the 
digger had no shovel. The crane find the shovel and put it back on.  Then the 

digger was all better and he lifted up his shovel and the crane drived and lifted up 
his hook and then they went home. The crane lifted at his home and the digger 

digged at his home and then they went to the building site. 

Ben 



The Dinosaur Family 

The dinosaurs jump really high ‘cos them are cross dinosaurs. The spike dinosaur is 
frightened ‘cos them are cross and then another falled and hurt himself. The 

other dinosaurs were fighting. Then they were happy and they were jumping really 
high. They was in their family. There was loads and loads of dinosaurs and they was 
fighting in the house. Mammy and Daddy dinosaur got cross and them do jumping. 
The baby dinosaur died and then he jumped really high up like this high and then 

Mammy catched him. She bounce and jump with the baby. Baby was sad ‘cos he not 
like jumping. The Daddy fight with the baby ‘cos the baby dinosaur left the house. 
The Daddy get him back and then the baby one died. All of the ones died and then 

they all go to the zoo. 



The Flying Tractor 

The tractor has wings that flew. He flied in Skerries. He flied to the track, the 
train track. Then he goed with his friend, the train, to Balbriggan to buy fruit. 

They go to a different house, it was another train a white train. Then  

they go to their Thomas beds and their feet hit their Thomas bed. One of them 
sleeped in a bed and the other two sleeped together – one was  

a Thomas bed and one was his friend’s bed. They snored in the bed. One of them 
had their breakfast and the others had their breakfast as well. One of them had 

weetabix and the other two had oats. Then they went home  

and they were happy. 

Tom 



The Pinky Blue Planet 

Me and Mammy and Daddy and Lucas was going to the rocket. It was going to 
space. We need to put our seat belt on. Cara, Frank, Hannah, Ava, Isabella, Rossa, 

Cian, Harrison and Nicky and Jack all are in the rocket. I bring crackers with me. I 
bring a space robot toy and a car for Lucas. We go to a pink planet it’s name is 

‘Pinky blue planet’. Aliens on the pinky blue planet. They are small and they look like 
Lucas. They are colour pink. They friend aliens. We was playing rockets with the 
friend aliens. We was friends and when Lucas is big he can play with the friend 

aliens. We went to home then. 

Helen 



The Real Story About The Big Bad Wolf 

Once upon a time there was three little pigs one made the house of straw and one 
made it out of bricks and one made it out of wood. Then the big bad wolf went to 
the straw house, but the little piggy blasted up to space in the rocket and then he 
went to America. Then he ate some biscuits and had some hot chocolate. Then he 
went on his rocket back to space and when he was gone the big wolf blowed the 

house of wood. Then all the piggy’s blasted off to space and then the wolf broked 
the brick house down ‘cos he was angry that they blasted off. The piggy’s looked 
at the planets and the favourite was the red one. They just flied around and then 
they landed on the red one. They went for a swim ‘cos there was water on it. Then 
they went home and they builded their houses again ‘cos the big bad wolf was gone 

and they chopped him up for diner and boilded him ‘cos he got boiled in the fire. 

Jack



The Scary Puppy 

Once upon a time it was a scary puppy. It did scare away because of the 
ghost because he was running far away. The cute little puppy was my 

favourite. He was a little scared and I get him off the floor ‘cos he’s a 
puppy. His name is ‘Little Boots’ and he likes to play with me. Scribbles is a 
dog and he was scared of the dark. Scribbles and Boots will play and they 

goed and played. 

Ava 



The Space Rocket 

Once upon a time there was a space rocket on the moon with no astronaut in it. Because one night there 
was like a bad king and he actually pressed the button and it blast off into space and he runned out really 
quickly without nobody in it. It blast off into space once it was finished counting, and once it got up to the 
moon he pressed the button and it stopped. Then once it got down on the moon a spaceman saw it blast off 

from planet earth and he ringed another spaceman to go up to the moon. 
The spaceman accidentally crashed into one of the planets and the planet actually falled down to earth on 
top of a house. And the people who lived in it didn't know what was happening, cos they were in bed and 

they heard the alarm going. 
They had a back garden and they runned out and the dad ringed the builders to fix up their house. So the 

king on the moon was walking around the moon and the king jumped to another planet. He used his 
superpower. His fire super power to shoot at the rocket. And it went on fire and he had no other rocket. 
The Robot on the robot planet he see what happened, he fixed the rocket for the king. And the king say 

thank you to the robot. And the king float down to earth and he say sorry to the queen because it was the 
queen's space rocket and he was sorry for being so mean. And he said I'll never do it again. The queen said 

please can you sit in your thrown and we well talk about it.” 

Isabella 



Peppa and the Alien Monster 

Peppa went on the moon. She went in the rocket and it took her five minutes. She 
brought her clothes and her Jimmy Jams ‘cos she had to sleep on the moon. She 

finded a house on the moon and she put her jimmy jams on ‘cos she wanted to go to 
bed. A monster alien camed and eated her up ‘cos she was so small and the alien 

didn’t know what to do so he eated her up and Peppa pig died in the alien’s mouth. 
The rocket was magic and it went to another planet – it went to the skerries 

planet. There were robbers and baddies on the planet and they took all the stuff 
in the rocket. Then it had no more petrol and there was no petrol station in 

Skerries. The rocket was sad and he died and he met his Mammy who had died and 
they met in heaven. Then they came alive again and Peppa came alive and they all 

live together. 

Hannah 



The Wild Adventures of an Octopus 

The octopus drinked the water and it drinked coke like me. Then he zipped up in 
the moon in the rocket. He was get on the sun and he burn and then the wind 

blowed and maked it better ‘cause the sun came back and there was a lot of rain. 
The octopus go in the supermarket in a octopus car and he go on the grass. He got 
a toy in the supermarket. He got cars and fire trucks. The supermarket got blowed 
up by the bad guys but the octopus was outside and he was in his car. The octopus 
like die ‘cause the shark blowed him up and it bite him head off. The octopus got a 
hammer and blow up the bad guys and the octopus got a spike in the head and go to 
the doctor to the octopus doctor. He got the octopus doctor to make him better 

Charlie 



When the Whales Came to the Party 

A dolphin comed and then a big whale splashed me with water and he tried to eat 
me but then a fishman comed and he saved me. Because he got under the water 
and then all the princesses comed and sparkly unicorns. They comed for a big 

party. The fisherman couldn’t come to the party ‘cause he died already because I 
left him and the whale wanted to eat him so I ran away. At the party all the cakes 

exploded in everybody’s face ‘cos the whales put water in it. The people washed 
their face and they had a huge huge party. Somebody got married at the party it 

was Asha. She got married to Aladdin. Then the whales came to the party and they 
destroyed the place. They destroyed the place because they are bad. Then 

everybody run, run, run. They run to Kerry in my new holidays. Then they had ice-
cream and they were at home, they had chocolate ice-cream. 

Ria 



When Thomas Broke Down 

When the track broke Thomas fell down and he was upside down and then his 
engines broke down and he could not move. Thomas was out and he cannot climb 

and he cannot get out and then he got out with his wheels. He went to the Disney 
shop where all the pyramids are, they are made of sand, and he meted the crane 

guy who lifts him ‘cos he is tired of walking home. He lift him up (Cranky) and 
carried him home to his home that is far away. He drinked his bottle and then he 

went out for a play and then he felled again and then he’s not going outside ‘til he’s 
fixed for a while. 

Finn 



 

Hi, my name is Frank and I have Autism. For me one aspect of  

this condition is that my speech is still not up to speed, but  

I’m working on it and my new words are coming every day. As it was important for  

me to be part of this really special story book my teacher came up  

with a super duper idea to let me just fill in the gaps.  

She really knows what I like and the words that I know.  

I had to fill in the gaps by selecting the  

picture that I wanted to include. 

 Following is my story…..  

The Animals Who Took My Clothes 

My friend Daisy and I went on a safari in Africa to see my favourite animals. We went in a 
big pink jeep. When we went to look for our bags but they were gone. I thought I saw a 

monkey running into the bush with my brown bag. We got into the jeep and went to get our 
bags back. We went to the water hole a saw a rhino wearing my friend’s purple jumper and 
beside him drinking water was a snake who had my black hat on. We got out of our jeep and 
asked Mr Tiger if he could ask his friends for our clothes back. Just then a giraffe went 

with by with my gold trousers on him. They all bought us our clothes back and said sorry for 
taking them and wearing them but they looked so nice.  

Frank 



                              Once Upon a Planet 

Once upon a time I floated off to Saturn and I bringed my baby into Saturn to get his toys. My baby 

lives on planet Saturn. I got him a baby rattle, a hopscotch mat and some baby scissors and some baby 

paper so he can cut out and some paper for colouring. My baby had to stay on that planet. I needed to stay 

on earth. My brother lives on the sun ‘cos he likes it hot. My sister lives in the blue planet – it’s the one 

that is bigger than the little blue planet. My brother lives in the brown house on the sun – it has a letter 

box for the post to get in and a door so the people on the planet can get in. Hannah lived in a world on the 

planet with trees and a playground and there’s a really fun slide and swings and 2 seesaws, it’s called 

Neptune. I go to see my family with my supersonic jet pack. My aunty Deb and Gail live on planet Tob and 

that’s where they go to sleep. My Mammy and Daddy live on planet mercury and mercury is the shops so 

they get lots of food. They come to my planet to eat ‘cos I have a table. We eat our dinner and then we 

get a cornetto. Then they all go back to their planets for bedtime and play on their computers. 

Harrison 



The Robot and the Alien Went to the Moon 

Once upon a time a robot went on the moon and a alien followed him. The alien 
wanted to go to the moon too and he followed the robot all around the moon. The 

robot was the alien’s friend. They played in the space rocket. They played ‘pop the 
weasel’ and they play golf. They played flying games – you dress up as a unicorn and 
you put real wings and you fly around. They went back to earth on the rocket and 

then they went to a unicorn palace in Fuerteventura in the aeroplane. They went to 
the swimming pools and the robot went in the Mammy and Daddy pool cause he was 

big and the alien went to the baby pool. Then Peppa came to the pool cause she 
lives in Fuerteventura. In Peppa’s back yard she has a picture of the alien and the 

robot and her and there was a rainbow in the picture. George went into the 
paddling pool and they all stayed together forever. 

Lola



The Unicorn and the Rocket 

Once there was two unicorns and they flew up to the rocket. There was a big unicorn called 
Jasmore and a small unicorn called Brenda. They used their wing power and the little baby 

used him wing power and that’s how they go to the rocket. Then they bumped into the rocket 
and they fell down to their friends on earth, the friends were unicorns too and they actually 
bumped into the house and the unicorn house fell down. They went to live in another unicorn 
home where the granny is. 1, 2, 3, 4,5 6,7 was in the granny’s house. They play in the granny’s 

house they play 1,2,3 and I win. Then the friend unicorn bumped down and him have to live 
where him friends live now – in the granny’s house there was 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 in the 
house. They have to sleep in all the beds and then the builder fixed their house and then 

they comed back to their house and the baby one comed back to the house too. The granny 
stayed in her own house with the grandpa. 

Amelie
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